
Immersive Arcade workshop

Drawing inspiration from the past 20 years of immersive 
content produced in the UK



Digital Catapult intro



What is Immersive Arcade?

A retrospective of British VR content that 
ran in 2021 as part of the Audience of the 
Future programme



What is Immersive Arcade?

A website documenting the past 20 years 
of immersive content produced in the UK

https://immersivearcade.uk/ 

https://immersivearcade.uk/


Workshop goals

The timeline is an online resource aimed at 
students, researchers, and practitioners interested 
in creative immersive content and drawing 
inspiration from past work. 

The 90-minute workshop will

● introduce the resource and its context, 
● followed by a creative exercise where 

participants will create new immersive and 
interactive concepts, prompted by the 
projects included in the timeline. 

The activity is aimed at 
helping participants to 
formulate study topics 
and/or inspire new 
concepts or research ideas.



Workshop agenda

For the next 80 mins or so:

Workshop structure:

10 min exercise brief & grouping

20 min research the timeline

20-30 min ideate the concept

20-30 min sharing concepts 
between the groups



The cards we will use



Exercise brief

Your task is to ideate an immersive art or interactive 
concept. 

You will be given a set of constraints in the form of 
cards that represent the various technologies, 
themes, spaces, and techniques employed in 
creating and distributing immersive content. 



Setup

We will group into teams of 3-4.

Each group will be dealt 5 cards. 

Each card represents a specific category: 
Technology, Theme, Space, and Technique. 

In addition, there is the Joker card that lists all the 
elements across all cards and categories. 



The Cards

Each card:

● states a particular element that belongs under 
that category, 

● gives a brief description of the element, and 
importantly, 

● points to an existing immersive 
art/game/installation on the timeline website. 

The groups are encouraged to research the 
example projects for inspiration before starting to 
ideate their concept.



Technology cards



Theme cards



Space cards



Technique cards



Joker cards



Rules

You need to build your concept on the cards 
dealt to your group.

= The Technology, Theme, Space, and Technique 
cards specify an aspect that you need to include in 
your concept. 

The Joker allows you to add one, but only one, of 
these elements to your concept, or substitute one of 
them.

You need to document your concept using a 
template provided.

You have approximately 45 
minutes to create the 
concept (including 
researching the timeline).



Example of dealt combination:



Pro tips

Seek inspiration from the timeline examples

Try to first generate a volume of ideas without 
criticism

There are no stupid or wrong ideas!

= in ideation, quantity breeds quality!

After a while, stop generating ideas 

…and evaluate them 

and start narrowing down to what to build your 
concept on.

Also, there are no correct 
answers - this is a creative 
exercise!



Describe your concept in a few sentences and/or illustrate it below:
Your theme:

Your technology:

Your space:

Your technique:

Your Joker:

Your concept working title:

You were inspired by (from the timeline):



Suggested workflow

Familiarise with the 
cards you were 
dealt

Research the timeline examples 
mentioned in your cards Generate 

ideas

Discuss ideas & 
build on them as a 
group

Narrow down and 
document the concept



Thank you

Contact: 
aki.jarvinen@digicatapult.org.uk 

mailto:aki.jarvinen@digicatapult.org.uk

